Granted

Using natural, biblical, and classical imagery, these poems explore the difficulties of faith and
loveâ€”particularly the difficulties of their expression, their performance. Moving between
dramatic and interior monologue, and moving through intersecting histories, the ambiguities of
inwardness and the eros of wakeful existence, these poems search for relationships with self,
others, the world and God that are authenticâ€”however quirky or strange.This is poetry of a
rare fine delicacy. Its very modesty testifies to a great ambitionâ€”to overcome by the quietest
of means.â€”Donald JusticeIn Tennessee I Found a FireflyFlashing in the grass; the mouth of
a spider clungto the dark of it: the legs of the spiderheld the tucked wings close,held the
abdomen still in the midst of callingwith thrusts of phosphorescent lightâ€”When I am tired of
being human, I try to rememberthe two stuck together like burrs. I try to place themcentral in
my mind where everything else mustsurround them, must see the burr and the barb of
them.There is courtship, and there is hunger. I supposethere are grips from which even angels
cannot fly.Even imagined ones. Luciferin, luciferase.When I am tired of only touching,I have
my mouth to try to tell youwhat, in your arms, is not erasedThis is poetry of a rare fine
delicacy. Its very modesty testifies to a great ambitionâ€”to overcome by the quietest of
means.â€”Donald Justice
Readers Encyclopedia of Eastern European Literature, The Fisherman, The Triumvirate (Tsyp
Book 3), Never Too Old to Cry, THE CREED OF HALF JAPAN: Historical Sketches of
Japanese Buddhism, Ancient Life in Mexico & Central America,
granted (not comparable) Used to concede a point, often before stating some contrasting
information. He's a good student and usually does well. If something is taken for granted, it's a
given. You can count on it. In fact, you are already counting on it. Most Americans take for
granted the right to vote. Granted as an adjective means given, and it usually follows take for
or taken for. . Definition of granted - admittedly; it is true (used to introduce a factor which is
opposed to the main line of argument but is not regarded as so strong. take for granted. 1Fail to
properly appreciate (someone or something), especially as a result of overfamiliarity. 'the
comforts that people take for granted'. take for granted, to accept without question or
objection; assume: Your loyalty to the cause is taken for granted. to use, accept, or treat in a
careless or indifferent manner: A marriage can be headed for trouble if either spouse begins to
take the other for granted. Define granted (adverb) and get synonyms. What is granted
(adverb)? granted ( adverb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
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